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The world’s leading humanoid robot joins 
with the world’s leading decentralized AI 

platform to deliver a robotic nurse 
assistant for the medical sector

www.awakening.health
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The World’s Top Humanoid Robotics AI Team
Change the Medical System in Awakening Health

David Hanson:
world’s leading  
humanoid robot 
developer & designer 

Ben Goertzel:
AI guru and Father of 
Artificial General 
Intelligence (AGI)



Introducing Grace
• Awakening Health Ltd. (Awakening) is a Hong Kong company that produces humanoid robot medical 

assistants (Grace) to work in elderly care facilities and clinics to deliver companionship, support services and unique 
diagnostic tools

• Awakening is a joint venture between Hanson Robotics, Singularity Studio, seasoned medical 
professionals,  a global class management team and strategic investors in a standalone entity focused on this vertical

• In return for a major equity stake and license agreement to develop Grace, Hanson and Studio provide exclusive 
IP rights and AI know-how

• Schedule of Deliverables starts with a Grace prototype within 6 months, engineered by Hanson Robotics 
and Singularity Studio under direction of Awakening’s internal project managers

• Prototype based on pre-existing robotics and AI solutions that took $60 million over 5 years to develop, 
integrated by a team that has worked together over many years

• Awakening seeks strategic partners in the medical sector, preferably with ownership in elderly care 
facilities and mass manufacturing to play an active role in the business
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What can 
Awakening Health
do for healthcare?



…and train smarter AI

Humanlike interactions
are good for people…



Since birth in March 2016, four year old 
Sophia has generated over 4 billion social 
media impressions
One-on-one meetings with leaders of 17 nations

Dozens of humanoid robots and 100s of small bots 
active in university research departments

A paid celebrity guest at over 200 conferences
12 patents, of which 7 have issues.

United Nations made Sophia goodwill ambassador

400,000 social media followers
Thousands of fan requests for advice 

On over 10 magazine covers in past four years

In Big Sister Sophia’s Footsteps



Fueled by SingularityNET Global Transformational AI
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A Global Brand with Experience
Awakening Partners Attract Big Media and World Leading Brand Names



Strong Medical Background

• Awakening has access to a full team of award 
winning medical doctors, advisors and practitioners, 
many have worked together partners (bios are 
available) 

• Grace is a collaborative effort with the medical 
industry, in particular elderly care facilities and 
hospitals

• Early discussions with hospital groups in Greater 
China, Taiwan and Korea witnessed great acceptance 
and support to define Grace and its service regime

• Based on agreements obtained with hospital 
partners during Phase I Awakening will deploy 10 to 
20 Graces in an elder care/clinic setting to 
demonstrate viability, solicit initial orders for over 
1,000 units

• Focus on specific diagnostic and therapeutic 
capabilities based on research into market demands

• Blockbuster apps: Diagnostics in neuro 
degeneration, such as Alzheimer and Parkinsons
along with biodata management and research

Biotech Advisor to Awakening, Alex Yang, Chairman of Curyx Bio 
and Mstone Partners, brings his unique skills as a medical sector 
investor to the table. 

Alex has 25 years experience establishing and managing biotech 
companies and now serves as a leader of five biotech companies 
focused on neuro degenerative diseases, rare indications and 
gene therapy.

Yang worked for many years with Morgan Stanley as the Asia PE 
and In-house Counsel completing numerous transactions. Yang 
work with Coopers Lybrand and Ernst Young New York 
international tax and consulting divisions. 



Awakening Health 
introduces the first 

autonomous medical 
robots capable of true 
social and emotional 

intelligence



To help take care of us

To engage emotionally 
and communicate better



Grace Alpha – 6 Months

• Fully expressive face and endearing open chat

• Gestural arms, compliant, people safe (not for grasping)

• Localized movement and touchscreen on torso

• Self-navigating base with self-charging station (3 hours operations)

• Diverse sensors: cameras eyes, 3D sensing on torso, 360 cameras and 
thermal sensors and proximity sensing

• Recognizes people and builds upon details of prior conversations 

• Medical device for cognitive or emotional diagnostics 

• Tracking biodata (temperature, blood pressure, etc.)

• Synergistic with human health professionals, delivers reports

• Computing  power: quad-core, 8-thread mobile computer on Ubuntu, at 
least 32 gigs memory, dedicated GPU, LAN server wirelessly interfaced, 
powerful processing, cloud connection

Grace brain with customized AI English version, Mandarin within 9 months



TIME LINE AWAKENING HEALTH TARGETS

Month One Finalize deliverables, design software, deliver Sophia 2020 test robot

Months One to Three Proof of Concept using Sophia, work with medical professionals, Grace designs 

End of Three Months Development healthcare robot in form of Sophia 2020 running custom software

Months Four to Six Develop a robust control software application with AI capabilities, including natural 
language dialogue, face recognition and facial AI with initial capability to diagnosis 
neuro degeneration on speech data

End of Six Months Produce two customized Grace prototypes suitable for preliminary clinical testing in 
elder care facility and develop manufacturing plan

Month 6 to 12 The full Grace alpha and beta designs ready for testing

Month 18 Certification of Grace for operations

Month 24 Full scale mass manufacturing of Graces

Development Fast Track
Deliver four robots Graces to demonstrate the full functionality within six months



More expressive, communicative than any robot

Conversational, understands speech, talks with people

Sees people, makes eye contact, for naturalistic interactions

Gestural Hands and Arms capable of drawing, grasping, sensing

Lightweight, self contained, easy travel & set up

Motorized mobile base, with self-navigating option

API/SDK, rapid application developer tools

Most features in any social robot, at the best price

Street smart…

…ready for clinics



Advanced Neural-Symbolic AI

Awakening technology 
enables superior 

intelligence for social 
robots in medical settings 

leveraging core SNET 
platform AI components 
to control, monitor and 
secure Grace at all times Operator: Anthony Johnson

Connection: Stable
Activity: Guided Meditation

Grace Empathic Response Level
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Powered by Singularity
Access to SingularityNET AI architects allows Studio commercialization teams to 
leverage of a massive distributed global talent base
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Conclusion: Built for Success
Meets needs of Covid 19 world where medical assistance is at premium

Provides strategic investors with a clear path to a med vertical backed by 
top tier creative hardware and software teams

Aligns strategic investors with tech and management Founders

Provides a top tier management team that has worked with Group for 
many years to commercialize medical opportunity

Provides for checks and balances on 
the tech development side to ensure 
SOW terms are respected

Based on existing already technology 
deployed by Partners and gained 
worldwide acclaim

Combines robotics and AI advances to 
assist medical professionals and 
collects biodata to deliver ground 
breaking advances



APPENDIX
Awakening's Prior Healthcare Successes

ELDERLY CARE

MEDITATION

AUTISM

CLINICAL TRIALS



Depression Therapy Clinical Trials

Clinical trials showed major advances:

• Lower blood pressure

• Decreased heart-rate

• Improved reported sense-of-well-being

• Improved reported “love of people”

• Positive feelings towards robot

• Better than human-guided meditation

J Mossbridge, B Goertzel, E Monroe, R Mayet, G Nejat, D Hanson, G Yu, “EmotionallySensitive AI-driven Android 
Interactions Improve Social Welfare Through Helping People Access Self-Transcendent States”, AI For Social Good 
workshop poster https://aiforsocialgood.github.io/2018/acceptedpapers.htm NIPS, 2018 MB Belachew, B Goertzel, D 
Hanson “Shifting and drifting attention while reading: A case study of nonlinear-dynamical attention allocation in the 
OpenCog cognitive architecture” - Biologically Inspired Cognitive Architectures, Elsevier, 2018.

B Goertzel, J Mossbridge, E Monroe, D Hanson, “Humanoid Robots as Agents of Human Consciousness Expansion”, 
arXiv: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1709.07791.pdf , 2017.



CDC Medical Safety Models

Award winning research funded by AFRL, NIOSH research awards, 
best paper, Hanson patents

"Special characteristics make Frubber a good simulated skin 
for mimicking the face in a respirator fit evaluation":

• Softness compares well to human facial tissues as 
does force required to elongate material

• Porous material compresses like fluid-filled cellular 
face material, reproducing natural creases and folds

• Specified tissue depths for different parts of face



Autism Treatment Success

Therapy with a hyper-
realistic expression 
Hanson Robot Alice at 
University of Pisa

Behavior tests fMRI

Robot therapy: autistic 
test subjects showed 
improved emotional 
affect, imitation, social-
type engagement and 
gaze-following

Autism treatment and educational curriculum:
Development and evaluation of a social robot platform for therapy in autism

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/6091119/

http://www.faceteam.it/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/PETRA-2012_Realistic-
Humanlike-Robots-for-ASD.pdf

https://www.autism-society.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Robokind-
Efficacy.pdf

Rollins, P. R., McFarlin, M. N,.(2015). Innovations Using Robotics Technology to 
Improve Social Skills in Children with ASD. Texas Speech and Hearing Association. 
San Antonio, TX (April 2015).

Experiments from U. Messina, U.Pisa & Stellamaris
Neurological Hospital, 2009

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/6091119/
http://www.faceteam.it/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/PETRA-2012_Realistic-Humanlike-Robots-for-ASD.pdf
https://www.autism-society.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Robokind-Efficacy.pdf


Hanson Alice Robot
Deployed in Elder 

Care Facility Study

Vrieje University 
in Amsterdam

Effective Amsterdam Elder Care Studies

From lonely to resilient through humanoid robots: building a new framework of resilience
Hoorn, J. F., 19 Jul 2018, In : Journal of Robotics. 2018, 17 p., 8232487.

https://research.vu.nl/en/publications/from-lonely-to-resilient-through-humanoid-robots-building-a-new-f
https://research.vu.nl/en/persons/johan-hoorn
https://research.vu.nl/en/persons/johan-hoorn

